The SAM 4690 Security Manager is an optional module of the SAM Portal Health Explorer that provides two critical functions:

- Enterprise Operator Management
- Viewing of the Master Log File—Contents of the IBM Command Logs

A simple way for the user to manage their expiring 4690 Operating System passwords. Through an easy-to-use wizard built directly into the Health Explorer, password management across the entire 4690 Enterprise is just a few clicks away. This makes managing passwords under IBM’s Enhanced Security environment a snap.

With Security Manager, you can access a complete review of Command Line entries made at store level.

---

**Features & Benefits**

**OPERATOR MANAGEMENT**

- Users can maintain their password from a remote location using secure FTP.
- Administrators can add new users to stores by “cloning” an existing user, along with their appropriate security attributes.
- Administrators can review all users and their security attributes across the entire chain, by region or by individual store.
- Ensures that all operators have the appropriate security attributes.

**PASSWORD WIZARD**

- Records when users last updated their passwords in each store to help determine when passwords need to be updated, avoiding delays due to expired passwords.
- Keeps track of which stores were successfully updated and which stores were not.
- Runs the wizard as many times as necessary until all passwords are the same in each store.
- Gives meaningful feedback to the user if the password update fails due to enhanced security restrictions, alerting the user if their password is too short, too long, or doesn’t contain all of the required characters.
OPERATOR MANAGEMENT REPORTING

- Review operators and their security attributes via an x,y matrix display.
- Sort by region, operator, store or security attribute or in combination.
- Copy selected data to Excel or Word for further analysis.
- Identify problem stores/operators where a password may have been changed manually by the user during a telnet session, or even directly in the store.

Features & Benefits

COMMAND LINE LOGGING

- Filter data by range of dates, operator or Command Line Data type.
- Sort by region, operator, store or security attribute or in combination.
- Copy selected data to Excel or Word for further analysis.
- Monitor Command Line Logs to help strengthen PCI compliance.

LEARN MORE

For more PCI tools please see “Security Audits” in the SAM Audit Explorer product. Request a WebEx demonstration and ask about our Pilot Program.
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